The effect of Huntington's disease and Gilles de la Tourette's syndrome on the ability to hold and shift attention.
Huntington's disease (HD) and Tourette's syndrome (TS) are two basal ganglia (BG) disorders, associated not simply with hyperkinetic movements but also with attentional impairments. The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the attention deficits reported in HD and TS via the use of a vibrotactile choice reaction time (CRT) procedure involving biased probabilities of event occurrence. We attempted to ascertain whether HD and TS patients are impaired in their ability to shift their attention to an unexpected location, or when they have to hold attention to an expected location. The results demonstrate that HD patients, as compared to controls, experience difficulties in shifting their attention from expected to unexpected spatial locations; this effect was exacerbated with the adoption of a crossed arm configuration. On the other hand, TS patients' performance, although slower overall, was not qualitatively greatly different from that of the controls. We had previously found, with a similar paradigm, that Parkinson's disease patients instead manifest problems in holding or maintaining attention to an expected locus. We conclude that HD patients experience considerable difficulties in allocating attentional resources between expected and unexpected event occurrences. Perhaps due to pervasive subcortical damage and dysfunction in the circuits linking the frontal lobes with the BG. In TS, a similar if milder functional rather than structural deficit may be reflected in a pattern of responses which resembles a weaker version of the HD response pattern.